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When multi-lane multi-layer construction is required, offset the longitudinal joints in 1 
each layer from that in the layer immediately below by approximately 6".  Construct the 2 
joints in the final layer, where possible, between designated travel lanes of the final 3 
traffic pattern. 4 

610-12 SURFACE REQUIREMENTS AND ACCEPTANCE 5 

Construct pavements using quality-paving practices as detailed herein.  Construct the 6 
pavement surface smooth and true to the plan grade and cross slope.  Immediately correct any 7 
defective areas with satisfactory material compacted to conform with the surrounding area. 8 

Pavement imperfections resulting from unsatisfactory workmanship such as segregation, 9 
improper longitudinal joint placement or alignment, non-uniform edge alignment or excessive 10 
pavement repairs will be unsatisfactory.  Pavement imperfections will be evaluated for 11 
acceptance in accordance with Article 105-3. 12 

When directed due to unsatisfactory laydown or workmanship, operate under the limited 13 
production procedures.  Limited production for unsatisfactory laydown is defined as being 14 
restricted to the production, placement, compaction and final surface testing (if applicable) of 15 
a sufficient quantity of mix necessary to construct only 2,500 ft of pavement at the laydown 16 
width. 17 

Remain on limited production until such time as satisfactory laydown results are obtained or 18 
until 3 consecutive 2,500 ft sections have been attempted without achieving satisfactory 19 
laydown results.  If the Contractor fails to achieve satisfactory laydown results after 20 
3 consecutive 2,500 ft sections have been attempted, cease production of that mix type until 21 
such time as the cause of the unsatisfactory laydown results can be determined.  22 
As an exception, the Engineer may grant approval to produce a different mix design of the 23 
same mix type if the cause is related to mix problems rather than laydown procedures. 24 

Mix placed under the limited production procedures for unsatisfactory laydown or 25 
workmanship will be evaluated for acceptance in accordance with Article l05-3. 26 

Each pavement layer will be tested by the Contractor and the Engineer using a 10-ft stationary 27 
straightedge furnished by the Contractor.  Any location on the pavement selected by the 28 
Department shall be tested as well as all transverse joints.  Apply the straightedge parallel to 29 
the centerline of the surface.  Do not exceed 1/8" variation of the surface being tested from 30 
the edge of the straightedge between any 2 contact points.  Correct areas found to exceed this 31 
tolerance by removal of the defective work and replacement with new material, unless other 32 
corrective measures are permitted.  Provide the work and materials required in the correction 33 
of defective work. 34 

610-13 FINAL SURFACE TESTING AND ACCEPTANCE 35 

On portions of this project where the typical section requires two or more layers of new 36 
pavement, perform smoothness acceptance testing of the longitudinal profile of the finished 37 
pavement surface  using either an Inertial Profiler or a North Carolina Hearne Straightedge 38 
(Model No. 1). 39 

Use an Inertial Profiler (Option 1) to perform smoothness acceptance testing of the 40 
longitudinal profile of the finished pavement surface.  Furnish an inertial profiler(s) necessary 41 
to perform this work.  Maintain responsibility for all costs related to the procurement, 42 
handling, and maintenance of these devices. 43 

Furnish and operate the Hearne straightedge (Option 2) to determine and record the 44 
longitudinal profile of the pavement on a continuous graph. 45 

Before beginning any paving operations, the Contractor shall select one of the above options 46 
and submit documentation to the Engineer on the selected option for smoothness acceptance. 47 
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(A) Option 1 - Inertial Profiler 1 

Use an Inertial Profiler to measure the longitudinal pavement profile for construction 2 
quality control and smoothness acceptance.  Use a profiler with line laser technology as 3 
single-point laser technology will not be allowed.  Produce International Roughness 4 
Index (IRI) and Mean Roughness Index (MRI) values for measuring smoothness.   5 

Use testing and recording software to produce electronic inertial road profiles in a format 6 
compatible with the latest version of FHWA’s ProVAL (Profile Viewing and Analysis) 7 
software.   8 

The Inertial Profiler shall be calibrated and verified in accordance with the most current 9 
version of AASHTO M 328.  Provide certification documentation that the profiler meets 10 
AASHTO M 328 to the Engineer before the first day the Inertial Profiler is used on the 11 
project.   12 

Configure the profiler to record the actual elevation of the pavement surface.  Do not use 13 
the profiler’s internal IRI calculation mode.  The profile data shall be filtered with 14 
a cutoff wavelength of 300 ft.  The interval at which relative profile elevations are 15 
reported shall be 1". 16 

Provide IRI data in accordance with most current version of ASTM E1926.  Use 17 
personnel trained to record and evaluate IRI data. 18 

Provide a competent operator, trained in the operation of the Inertial Profiler Operation of 19 
the Inertial Profiling system shall conform to AASHTO R 57. 20 

Provide the user selected Inertial Profiler settings to the Engineer for the project records.  21 
Certification of the Inertial Profiling system shall conform to AASHTO R 56. 22 

Remove all objects and foreign material on the pavement surface prior to longitudinal 23 
pavement profile testing. 24 

Operate the profiler at any speed as per the manufacturer’s recommendations, however, 25 
the speed must be constant to within ± 3 mph of the intended speed and any required 26 
acceleration should be as gradual as possible.  For example, if the intended speed were 27 
30 mph, the acceptable range of speed for testing would be 27 to 33 mph. 28 

Operate the Inertial Profiler in the direction of the final traffic pattern.  Collect IRI data 29 
from both wheel paths during the same run. It is permissible to collect data one wheel 30 
path at a time if each wheel path is tested and evaluated separately.  Define a “wheel 31 
path” as the 3 ft from the edge of the travel lane.  MRI values are the average of the IRI 32 
values from both wheel paths.  When using an inertial profiler that collects a single trace 33 
per pass, take care to ensure that the measurements from each trace in a travel lane start 34 
and stop at the same longitudinal locations.  Unless otherwise specified, multiple runs are 35 
not necessary for data collection. 36 

Operate the automatic triggering method at all times unless impractical.  A tape stripe or 37 
traffic cone wrapped with reflective material may be used to alert the profiler’s automatic 38 
triggering sensor to begin data collection.  The profiler shall reach the intended operating 39 
speed before entering the test section.  The runup and runout distances should be 40 
sufficient to obtain the intended operating speed and to slow down after testing is 41 
completed. 42 

Divide the pavement surface for the project into sections which represent a continuous 43 
placement (i.e. the start of the project to bridge, intersection to intersection).  Terminate 44 
a section 50 ft before a bridge approach, railroad track, or similar interruption.  (Separate 45 
into 0.10-mile sections). 46 

The evaluation of the profiles will be performed on a section basis.  A section is 0.10 47 
mile of a single pavement lane.  For any section, which is less than 0.10 mile in length, 48 
the applicable pay adjustment incentive will be prorated on the basis of the actual length. 49 
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Mark the limits of structures and other special areas to be excluded from testing using the 1 
profiler’s event identifier such that the exact locations can be extracted from the profile 2 
data file during processing. 3 

Unless otherwise authorized by the Engineer, perform all smoothness testing in the 4 
presence of the Engineer.  Perform smoothness tests on the finished surface of the 5 
completed project or at the completion of a major stage of construction as approved by 6 
the Engineer.  Coordinate with and receive authorization from the Engineer before 7 
starting smoothness testing.  Perform smoothness tests within 7 days after receiving 8 
authorization.  Any testing performed without the Engineer’s presence, unless otherwise 9 
authorized, may be ordered retested at the Contractor’s expense. 10 

After testing, transfer the profile data from the profiler portable computer’s hard drive to 11 
a write once storage media (DVD-R or CD-R) or electronic media approved by the 12 
Engineer.  Label the disk or electronic media with the Project number, Route, file 13 
number, date, and termini of the profile data.  Submit the electronic data on the approved 14 
media to the Engineer immediately after testing and this media will not be returned to the 15 
Contractor. 16 

Submit documentation and electronic data of the evaluation for each section to the 17 
Engineer within 10 days after completion of the smoothness testing.  Submit the 18 
electronic files compatible with ProVAL and the evaluation in tabular form with each 19 
0.10 mile segment occupying a row.  Include each row with the beginning and ending 20 
station for the section, the length of the section, the original IRI values from each wheel 21 
path, and the MRI value for the section.  Each continuous run for a section will occupy a 22 
separate table and each table will have a header that includes the following: the project 23 
contract number, county, the roadway number or designation, a lane designation, the JMF 24 
used for the final lift, the dates of the smoothness runs, and the beginning and ending 25 
station of the continuous run.  Summarize each table at the bottom. 26 

Traffic control and all associated activities included in the pavement smoothness testing 27 
of the pavement surface will be the responsibility of the Contractor. 28 

(1) Acceptance for New Construction 29 

IRI and MRI numbers recorded in inches per mile will be established for each  30 
0.10-mile section for each travel lane of the surface course designated by the 31 
contract.  Areas excluded from testing by the profiler will be tested using  32 
a 10-ft straightedge in accordance with Article 610-12. 33 

Table 610-7 provides the acceptance quality rating scale of pavement based on the 34 
final rideability determination. 35 

TABLE 610-7 
MRI PRICE ADJUSTMENT PER 0.10-MILE SECTION 

MRI after Completion  
(Inches Per Mile) 

Price Adjustment Per Lane  
(0.10-Mile Section) 

45.0 and Under $200.00 
45.1-55.0 PA = 600 – (10 * MRI) 
55.1-70.0 Acceptable (No Pay Adjustment) 
70.1-90.0 PA = 650 – (10 * MRI) 
Over 90.1 Corrective Action Required 

This price adjustment will apply to each 0.10-mile section based on the Mean 36 
Roughness Index (MRI), the average IRI values from both wheel paths. 37 

When corrections to the pavement surface are required, the Engineer shall approve 38 
the Contractor’s method of correction.  Methods of correction shall be milling and 39 
inlay, remove and replace or other methods approved by the Engineer.  To produce 40 
a uniform cross section, the Engineer may require correction to the adjoining traffic 41 
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lanes or shoulders.  Corrections to the pavement surface, the adjoining traffic lanes 1 
and shoulders will be at no cost to the Department. 2 

Where corrections are made after the initial smoothness testing, the pavement will be 3 
retested by the Contractor to verify that corrections have produced the acceptable 4 
ride surface.  No incentives will be provided for sections on which corrective actions 5 
have been required.  The Contractor will have one opportunity to perform corrective 6 
action(s). 7 

(2) Localized Roughness 8 

Areas of localized roughness shall be identified through the “Smoothness Assurance 9 
Module” provided in the ProVAL software.  Use the “Smoothness Assurance 10 
Module” to optimize repair strategies by analyzing the measurements from profiles 11 
collected using inertial profilers.  The ride quality threshold for localized roughness 12 
shall be 125"/mile at the continuous short interval of 25 ft.  Submit a continuous 13 
roughness report to identify sections outside the threshold and identify all localized 14 
roughness, with the signature of the Operator included with the submitted IRI trace 15 
and electronic files. 16 

The Department will require that corrective action be taken regardless of final IRI.  17 
Re-profile the corrected area to ensure that the corrective action was successful.  18 
If the corrective action is not successful, the Department will assess a penalty or 19 
require additional corrective action. 20 

Corrective work for localized roughness shall be approved by the Engineer before 21 
performing the work and shall consist of either replacing the area by milling and 22 
inlaying or other methods approved by the Engineer.  Any corrective action 23 
performed shall not reduce the integrity or durability of the pavement that is to 24 
remain in place.  Milling and inlay or any corrective actions shall meet the 25 
specifications requirements for ride quality over the entire length of the correction.  26 
Notify the Engineer 5 days before commencement of the corrective action. 27 

Localized roughness correction work shall be for the entire traffic lane width.  28 
Pavement cross slope shall be maintained through corrective areas. 29 

(B) Option 2 - North Carolina Hearne Straightedge 30 

Push the straightedge manually over the pavement at a speed not exceeding 2 mph.  For 31 
all lanes, take profiles in the right wheel path approximately 3 ft from the right edge of 32 
pavement in the same direction as the paving operation, unless otherwise approved due to 33 
traffic control or safety considerations.  As an exception, lanes adjacent to curb and 34 
gutter, expressway gutter, or shoulder berm gutter may be tested in the left wheel path.  35 
Make one pass of the straightedge in each full width travel lane.  The full lane width 36 
should be comparable in ride quality to the area evaluated with the Hearne Straightedge.  37 
If deviations exist at other locations across the lane width, use a 10-ft non-mobile 38 
straightedge or the Hearne Straightedge to evaluate which areas may require corrective 39 
action.  Take profiles as soon as practical after the pavement has been rolled and 40 
compacted, but no later than 24 hours following placement of the pavement, unless 41 
otherwise authorized by the Engineer.  Take profiles over the entire length of final 42 
surface travel lane pavement exclusive of Y-line travel lanes less than or equal to 1,000 ft 43 
in length, ramps less than or equal to 1,000 ft in length, turn lanes less than or equal to 44 
1,000 ft in length, structures, approach slabs, paved shoulders, loops and tapers or other 45 
irregular shaped areas of pavement, unless otherwise approved by the Engineer.  Test in 46 
accordance with this provision all mainline travel lanes, full width acceleration or 47 
deceleration lanes, Y-line travel lanes greater than 1,000 ft in length, ramps, full width 48 
turn lanes greater than 1,000 ft in length and collector lanes. 49 
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At the beginning and end of each day's testing operations, and at such other times as 1 
determined by the Engineer, operate the straightedge over a calibration strip so that the 2 
Engineer can verify correct operation of the straightedge.  The calibration strip shall be 3 
a 100-ft section of pavement that is reasonably level and smooth.  Submit each day’s 4 
calibration graphs with that day’s test section graphs to the Engineer.  Calibrate the 5 
straightedge in accordance with the current NCDOT procedure titled North Carolina 6 
Hearne Straightedge - Calibration and Determination of Cumulative Straightedge Index.  7 
Copies of this procedure may be obtained from the Department's Pavement Section in the 8 
Construction Unit. 9 

Plot the straightedge graph at a horizontal scale of approximately 25 ft/in with the vertical 10 
scale plotted at a true scale.  Record station numbers and references (bridges, approach 11 
slabs, culverts, etc.) on the graphs.  Distances between references/stations shall not 12 
exceed 100 ft.  Have the operator record the Date, Project No., Lane Location, Wheel 13 
Path Location, Type Mix and Operator’s Name on the graph. 14 

Upon completion of each day's testing, evaluate the graph, calculate the Cumulative 15 
Straightedge Index (CSI) and determine which lots, if any, require corrective action.  16 
Document the evaluation of each lot on a QA/QC-7 form.  Submit the graphs along with 17 
the completed QA/QC-7 forms to the Engineer, within 24 hours after profiles are 18 
completed, for verification of the results.  The Engineer will furnish results of their 19 
acceptance evaluation to the Contractor within 48 hours of receiving the graphs.  In the 20 
event of discrepancies, the Engineer’s evaluation of the graphs will prevail for acceptance 21 
purposes.  The Engineer will retain all graphs and forms. 22 

Use blanking bands of 0.2", 0.3" and 0.4" to evaluate the graph for acceptance.  The 23 
0.2" and 0.3" blanking bands are used to determine the Straightedge Index (SEI), which 24 
is a number that indicates the deviations that exceed each of the 0.2" and 0.3" bands 25 
within a 100 ft test section.  The Cumulative Straightedge Index (CSI) is a number 26 
representing the total of the SEIs for one lot, which consist of not more than 27 
25 consecutive test sections.  In addition, the 0.4" blanking band is used to further 28 
evaluate deviations on an individual basis.  The CSI will be determined by the Engineer 29 
in accordance with the current procedure titled North Carolina Hearne Straightedge - 30 
Calibration and Determination of Cumulative Straightedge Index. 31 

The pavement will be accepted for surface smoothness on a lot by lot basis.  A test 32 
section represents pavement one travel lane wide not more than 100 ft in length.  A lot 33 
will consist of 25 consecutive test sections, except that separate lots will be established 34 
for each travel lane, unless otherwise approved by the Engineer.  In addition, full width 35 
acceleration or deceleration lanes, ramps, turn lanes and collector lanes will be evaluated 36 
as separate lots.  For any lot that is less than 2,500 ft in length, the applicable pay 37 
adjustment incentive will be prorated on the basis of the actual lot length.  For any lot 38 
which is less than 2,500 ft in length, the applicable pay adjustment disincentive will be 39 
the full amount for a lot, regardless of the lot length. 40 

If during the evaluation of the graphs, 5 lots require corrective action, then proceed on 41 
limited production for unsatisfactory laydown in accordance with Article 610-12.  42 
Proceeding on limited production is based upon the Contractor’s initial evaluation of the 43 
straightedge test results and shall begin immediately upon obtaining those results.  44 
Additionally, the Engineer may direct the Contractor to proceed on limited production in 45 
accordance with Article 610-12 due to unsatisfactory laydown or workmanship. 46 
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Limited production for unsatisfactory laydown is defined as being restricted to the 1 
production, placement, compaction and final surface testing of a sufficient quantity of 2 
mix necessary to construct only 2,500 ft of pavement at the laydown width.  Once this lot 3 
is complete, the final surface testing graphs will be evaluated jointly by the Contractor 4 
and the Engineer.  Remain on limited production until such time as acceptable laydown 5 
results are obtained or until 3 consecutive 2,500 ft sections have been attempted without 6 
achieving acceptable laydown results.  The Engineer will determine if normal production 7 
may resume based upon the CSI for the limited production lot and any adjustments to the 8 
equipment, placement methods, and/or personnel performing the work.  Once on limited 9 
production, the Engineer may require the Contractor to evaluate the smoothness of the 10 
previous asphalt layer and take appropriate action to reduce and/or eliminate corrective 11 
measures on the final surface course.  Additionally, the Contractor may be required to 12 
demonstrate acceptable laydown techniques off the project limits before proceeding on 13 
the project. 14 

If the Contractor fails to achieve satisfactory laydown results after 3 consecutive 2,500 ft 15 
sections have been attempted, cease production of that mix type until such time as the 16 
cause of the unsatisfactory laydown results can be determined. 17 

As an exception, the Engineer may grant approval to produce a different mix design of 18 
the same mix type if the cause is related to mix problem(s) rather than laydown 19 
procedures.  If production of a new mix design is allowed, proceed under the limited 20 
production procedures detailed above. 21 

After initially proceeding under limited production, the Contractor shall immediately 22 
notify the Engineer if any additional lot on the project requires corrective action.  The 23 
Engineer will determine if limited production procedures are warranted for continued 24 
production. 25 

If the Contractor does not operate by the limited production procedures as specified 26 
above, the 5 lots, which require corrective action, will be considered unacceptable and 27 
may be subject to removal and replacement.  Mix placed under the limited production 28 
procedures for unsatisfactory laydown will be evaluated for acceptance in accordance 29 
with Article l05-3. 30 

The pay adjustment schedule for the Cumulative Straightedge Index (CSI) test results per 31 
lot is in Table 610-8. 32 

TABLE 610-8 
PAY ADJUSTMENT SCHEDULE FOR CUMULATIVE STRAIGHTEDGE INDEX 

(Obtained by adding SE Index of up to 25 consecutive 100 ft test sections) 

CSIA 
Acceptance 
Category 

Corrective 
Action 

Pay Adjustment 
Before Corrective

Pay Adjustment 
After Corrective 

Action 
0-0 Acceptable None $300 Incentive None 

1-0 or 2-0 Acceptable None $100 Incentive None 

3-0 or 4-0 Acceptable None No Adjustment No Adjustment 

1-1, 2-1, 

5-0 or 6-0 
Acceptable Allowed $300 Disincentive $300 Disincentive 

3-1, 4-1, 

5-1 or 6-1 
Acceptable Allowed $600 Disincentive $600 Disincentive 

Any other 
Number 

Unacceptable Required 
Per CSI after Correction(s) 
(not to exceed 100% Pay) 

A. Either Before or After Corrective Actions 33 
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Correct any deviation that exceeds a 0.4" blanking band such that the deviation is reduced 1 
to 0.3" or less. 2 

Corrective actions shall be performed at the Contractor's expense and shall be presented 3 
for evaluation and approval by the Engineer prior to proceeding.  Any corrective action 4 
performed shall not reduce the integrity or durability of the pavement that is to remain in 5 
place.  Corrective action for deviation repair may consist of overlaying, removing and 6 
replacing, indirect heating and rerolling.  Scraping of the pavement with any blade type 7 
device will not be allowed as a corrective action.  Provide overlays of the same type mix, 8 
full roadway width, and to the length and depth established by the Engineer.  Tapering of 9 
the longitudinal edges of the overlay will not be allowed. 10 

Corrective actions will not be allowed for lots having a CSI of 4-0 or better.  If the CSI 11 
indicates Allowed corrective action, the Contractor may elect to take necessary measures 12 
to reduce the CSI instead of accepting the disincentive.  Take corrective actions as 13 
specified if the CSI indicates Required corrective action.  The CSI after corrective action 14 
shall meet or exceed Acceptable requirements. 15 

Where corrective action is allowed or required, the test section(s) requiring corrective 16 
action will be retested, unless the Engineer directs the retesting of the of the entire lot.  17 
No disincentive will apply after corrective action if the CSI is 4-0 or better.  If the 18 
retested lot after corrective action has a CSI indicating a disincentive, the appropriate 19 
disincentive will be applied. 20 

Test sections and/or lots that are initially tested by the Contractor that indicate excessive 21 
deviations such that either a disincentive or corrective action is necessary, may be  22 
re-rolled with asphalt rollers while the mix is still warm and in a workable condition, to 23 
possibly correct the problem.  In this instance, reevaluation of the test section(s) shall be 24 
completed within 24 hours of pavement placement and these test results will serve as the 25 
initial test results. 26 

Incentive pay adjustments will be based only on the initially measured CSI, as 27 
determined by the Engineer, before any corrective work.  Where corrective actions have 28 
been taken, payment will be based on the CSI determined after correction, not to exceed 29 
100% payment. 30 

Areas excluded from testing by the N.C. Hearne Straightedge will be tested by using  31 
a non-mobile 10-ft straightedge.  Assure that the variation of the surface from the 32 
testing edge of the straightedge between any 2 contact points with the surface is not more 33 
than 1/8".  Correct deviations exceeding the allowable tolerance in accordance with the 34 
corrective actions specified above, unless the Engineer permits other corrective actions. 35 

Furnish the North Carolina Hearne Straightedge(s) necessary to perform this work.  36 
Maintain responsibility for all costs relating to the procurement, handling, and 37 
maintenance of these devices.  The Department has entered into a license agreement with 38 
a manufacturer to fabricate, sell and distribute the N.C. Hearne Straightedge.  The 39 
Department’s Pavement Construction Section may be contacted for the name of the 40 
current manufacturer and the approximate price of the straightedge. 41 

610-14 DENSITY ACCEPTANCE 42 

The Department will evaluate the asphalt pavement for density acceptance after the asphalt 43 
mix has been placed and compacted using the Contractor's QC test results, the Department's 44 
QA test results (including verification samples) and by observation of the Contractor's density 45 
QC process conducted in accordance with Section 609.  Minimum density requirements for 46 
all mixes will be as specified in Table 610-6.  Density acceptance will be as provided herein.  47 
Core sample densities will be determined by use of the average maximum specific 48 
gravity (Gmm), until a moving average of the last 4 maximum specific gravities is established.  49 
Once a moving average of the last 4 maximum specific gravities is established, the last 50 
Gmm moving average in effect at the end of the same day's production will then be used to 51 
determine density acceptance. 52 
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